Oliver

How did you get to know PS and how did you
become involved?
All I’d say is that Victoria can be very convincing!
Right from the first small project in Cambodia after
we moved to Singapore, PeopleStories has grown
into something much bigger and beautiful.

Why PeopleStories?
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We all want something real and know that whatever
we do actually makes a positive difference, even if
it’s only a small step to helping others and making
their lives better. That’s exactly what I see in
PeopleStories and if you take the time listening to
some of the stories and meeting some of the
students, you’d be amazed how all of us can make
this world a better place, one story at a time.
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I always felt that I’m the lucky one
finding and making my own
happiness. I got the travel and
adventure bug from my father and
the happy-go-lucky attitude from my
mum. Having lived in Germany, USA,
Australia and now Singapore, I’m
looking forward to the next chapter
whenever and wherever that will
lead me and Vic.

If you had to write a book, what will
the title be? Why?
‘In 80 days around the world’
I have been very fortunate travelling
to many different countries and living
in different parts of the world. With
current COVID restrictions the book
would therefore be part history, part
fiction dreaming of future travel!

If you could say something to your 10-yearold self, what would it be?
Go out and explore and always be open to new
adventures. Yes, we have to work smart and create
our own opportunities but there are many different
ways to achieve our vision. The journey to get there
should be as much fun as achieving the goal itself.

If you are granted 3 wishes to make the world a better
place, what would those wishes be?
1)No more greed! Share with others if you can. There
are always people more unfortunate than you.
2)Be kind and appreciate what different people and
cultures have to offer. If you need a reminder, just
think Food.
3)Be happy! Stop comparing yourself to others and
find happiness in what you do and have.
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